
Using the Online Tool for Conservation Planning at the Regional Scale 

 

Note: This is an example of how this tool might be used.  The scenario is fabricated. 

 

 The state of Texas has received funds to implement a new conservation program to engage 
landowners in managing for the endangered black-capped vireo, but the state is uncertain about what 
region they focus this effort within.  There has been some interest expressed by landowners in Concho 
County, in Recovery Region 4, and also in Coryell County, in Recovery Region 2. 

 Using the online mapping tool, a natural resource manager could gather some quick data 
regarding the current status of the black-capped vireo is the best and worst, where the threats to 
habitat are the highest and lowest, and where the best opportunities for conservation lie. 

 Launching the map, the manager expand the layers under “Conservation Planning: Regional 
Scale”, and turn on the layer under Black-capped vireo for “Status: Recovery Region Rank.” 

 

 The manager can see that the status of the vireo is already very good in Recovery Region 2, but 
in Region 4, vireo status is lower. 

 By turning this layer off and turning on the layer beneath it, the manager can visualize the 
threats to the vireo: 



 

 The manager can now see that while Region 2 had the best status, it also has the second-highest 
level of threats, while Region 4 has a lower level. 

 As far as where the best opportunities for conservation are located, the manager can turn on 
the next layer down the list, for “Opportunities: Recovery Region Rank”: 

 

 Here, the manager can see that the opportunities for conservation in Region 2 are not quite as 
good as those in Region 4. 



 Given this data, the natural resource manager now knows that the vireo are currently doing 
better in Region 2, but Region 2 has more threats than Region 4, so the threats could cause the status to 
change in the future.  However, opportunities are slightly better in Region 4.  To gain more perspective, 
the manager decides to investigate some additional data. 

 By turning on the BCVI Model layer, the manager can see what the likelihood is of each area 
being able to support vireo habitat, if the habitat is being managed for. 

 

 Here, the manager can see that while Coryell County in region 2 has potential for vireo habitat, 
there are only a few areas where the chance is ranked as “likely”.  Concho County in region 4, however, 
is almost entirely ranked as “likely.” 

 The manager also decides to look at where current Wildlife Management Associations exist.  By 
zooming in to the two counties and turning on the Wildlife Management Associations layer, 



 

the manager can see that several associations already exist in Coryell County, but none currently do in 
Concho County.  Existing Wildlife Management Associations could mean an easier time recruiting 
landowners.  On the other hand, Management may already be taking place where the Associations 
already exist, and efforts may be better spent in counties lacking these Associations. 

 To determine where the threats in each region are actually located, the manager can turn on all 
the threat layers.  Zooming into Region 4: 

 



 The manager can see that the wind energy potential is located in the western and northern 
parts of the region and not in Concho County (bottom right).  Very little negative land use change or 
projected impervious surfaces also exist in that county, and no shale plays are present. 

 In Coryell County in Region 2, however: 

 

 The entire county is on a shale play. 

 Given this information, the natural resource manager now has the knowledge and data relevant 
to help make their decision for the best location for their new landowner program. 


